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Atomic electrons in strong magnetic fields: Transition from elliptical to helical behavior
J. B.Delos, S. K. Knudson, S. D. Sikora, R. L. %aterland, and S. %hitworth
Department of Physics, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23l85
and Department of Chemistry, College of lVi lliam and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia 23l85
I', Received 30 November 1987)
The behavior of an atomic electron in a static magnetic field strong enough to correspond to the
transition regime is examined. The 5ield strength is characterized by the parameter I., the effective
component of angular momentum. A Floquet-Mathieu analysis shows that the bifurcation of classi-
cal trajectories into elliptical and helical families is related to the 2:1 resonance which occurs at
f=fr. Quantum mechanics gives an avoided crossing at ET, we e'xamine the nature of the wave
functions as l passes through the resonance. Semiclassical calculations accurately reproduce the
quantum eigenvalues and produce trajectories which underlie the quantum wave functions. The
avoided crossing is expressed in semiclassical terms as a switch between elliptical and helical fami-
lies. The bifurcation of the classical motion means that, at the primitive semiclassical level, some
states may be missed and others may be generated in both elliptical and helical representations.
I, INTRODUCTION
This is one of a series of papers dealing with classical
and semiclassical descriptions of atoms in strong magnet-
ic fields. ' In Ref. 1(c), we presented an overview of the
types of behavior that occur at various energies and field
strengths. It was shown that for weak fields the trajec-
tories are Kepler ellipses with slowly varying orbital pa-
rameters, and that for strong 6elds the trajectories have a
helical structure. For intermediate 6eld strengths, at
sufficiently high energies the trajectories are irregular or
chaotic, and apparently fill the energy shell. Finally, at
these intermediate 6eld strengths but low energies, there
is a "transition regime" in which the trajectories are reg-
ular and have a character that is somehow intermediate
between elliptical and helical. A preliminary analysis of
the trajectories and quantum states in this regime was
given in that paper. In the present paper we analyze this
regime in much more detail. We show that the transition
regime is associated with a 2:1 frequency resonance, and
we display the effects of this resonance on the trajectories
and on the energy spectrum.
Similar resonances are sometimes found in vibrational
spectra of polyatomic molecules. Consider, for example,
the stretching motions of a triatomic molecule. There are
two degrees of freedom, and if we carry out the usual
normal-mode analysis, expanding the potential-energy
and kinetic-energy functions about the equilibrium point,
we obtain in lowest order the harmonic-oscillator approx-
imation to the energy spectrum
E„„=(ni+1/2)hv,+(n2+1/2)hv~ .
If it should happen that the masses and force constants
combine in such a way that v2 —2v„then this formula
predicts a series of degeneracies. The lowest two energy
levels are nondegenerate, the next two are doubly degen-
erate, the next two triply degenerate, then two quadruply
degenerate, and so on. Higher-order terms in the Taylor
expansion of the potential energy strongly couple the de-
generate states, and the degeneracies are split so that the
resulting sequence of eigenvalues is very complicated.
Such a situation is known to molecular spectroscopists as
"Fermi resonance, "
It is interesting to read Herzberg's discussion of Fermi
resonance, to see what was known about the subject in
1945. He mentions Fermi resonances repeatedly, but
mainly to make the point that simple formulas such as
(1.1) break down in such cases. He does not give any ade-
quate description of the spectrum when such resonances
are present. He also mentions that "a resonance
phenomenon occurs also in a classical treatment of the
vibrations. . .[I]f at first only v2 is excited, after a while
only v, will be excited; and after a further interval only v2
will be excited, and so on. The situation is much the
same as for two coupled pendulums, The motion may be
considered as the superposition of two stationary vibra-
tions of somewhat different frequencies. " This is partly
true, but without computer-generated trajectories, there
was no way to get a complete picture of the subject.
The recent resurgence of interest in classical and semi-
classical mechanics has led to a burst of activity on the
theory of such resonances. ' However, the question that
we consider most fundamental has not yet been answered
in a satisfactory way: %'hat, precisely, are the trajectory
structures that arise„and what is the relationship between
the trajectories and the quantum states~
Noid and his collaborators have developed simple and
powerful techniques for analyzing phase-space structures,
and for numerical computation of action variables and
semiclassical eigenvalue spectra. Thiele and his co-
workers over a period of years have shown that some
properties of trajectories can be understood using Floquet
analysis and study of the eigenvalues of Mathieu's equa-
tion.
%'e shall combine these two difterent sets of ideas to
analyze the trajectories and the semiclassical eigenvalue
spectra associated with the transition regime. %e exam-
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ine exact trajectories and semiclassical eigenstates using
the methods of Noid, Koszykowski, and Marcus. "'
Surprisingly, however, on one central point, we arrive at
conclusions that are the opposite of theirs: Noid and co-
workers have concluded that primitive semiclassical ei-
genvalues cross, whereas in our case they avoid crossing.
In a later section we adapt and extend the methods of
Thiele and co-workers to obtain additional insight into
the nature of the bifurcation of trajectories. In this way,
we shall not only obtain detailed information about an
atomic electron in a strong magnetic field, we shall also
obtain a much more complete understanding of the
consequences of 2:1 resonances in vibrating systems.
Atomic hydrogen in a magnetic field constitutes a
model system which can be studied experimentally. As
will be seen, once the atoms have been generated (in a
particular L, state), the magnetic field may be used to
tune through the resonance region.
zQ-
l.2
z =z let, p =p/cx,
P, =P, /P, P =P /P, (2.1)
II. COORDINATES, SCALING, HAMILTONIAN
The details of the construction of the Hamiltonian
have been discussed previously we include here only
enough to make this paper reasonably self-contained. We
employ cylindrical coordinates p and z in a reference
frame rotating at the Larmor frequency about the direc-
tion of the magnetic field, which is taken to be the z axis.
Let Z be the number of positive charges on the nucleus,
I., the z component of the angular momentum, m the
mass of the electron, and 8 the magnitude of the field.
Then the parameters k and A, may be defined as k =Ze,
A, =e 8 ISmc, and a transformation to scaled variables
according to
FIG. 1. A contour plot of the effective potential
V=X /2p +p /8 —(p +z ) ', for pa=1.45 (E-1 5985).
The contour lines are at reduced energies [Eq. (2.8)] f=0.05,
0, 10, 0.1S, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and 0.40.
dp/dt =P, dzldt =P, ,
dP /dt = p/(p +z —) i ,'p+E Ip——
dP, /dt = —z/(p'+z )'
(2.5)
The system can be most easily discussed if a number of
parameters are de5ned and its general nature described.




Vo=po '(po/4--, ') '




y =(m /SA, )'i
converts the Hamiltogian to the form
(2.2)
& '-po(po'/4+1) . (2.7)
The potential energy has the value of the classical escape
energy, V, =E/2, at the saddle point z = m, p, =(2E)'~i.
We define the reduced energy f to measure the energy in
this range:
I(P 2+P 2) (P2+z~2) —i/2
+f 2/2 2+Pi/8 (2.3)
where the only parameter is L„the e8'ective component of
angular momentum,
(2.4)
f =(E —Vo)/(V, —Vo), (2.8)
where F. is the total energy of the system, f =0 is the bot-
tom of the well, and f = 1 is the escape energy. At z =0,
we denote the minimum and maximum values of p al-
lowed by energy conservation as p;„and p,„,respec-
tively.
The Taylor expansion of the potential energy about its
minimum plays an important role in the interpretation of
the phase-space structure:
A contour plot of the potential energy for L near 1.60 is
given in Fig. 1. Unless otherwise noted, for the
remainder of this paper the carets wiH be omitted from
the scaled variables, and only scaled variables will be used
in equations. The equations of motion take the form
V(p, z)= Vo+ —,'k (p —po) +—,'k, z
+ ,'c(p po)'+ ,'&(p p—o)z'+—. . . , -—(2.9)
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g(p, z) =p ' 4(p, z), (3.3)
states and classical trajectories, we need to choose A such
that about 20 quantum states exist in the transition re-
gime. The value chosen was A=,IO, or equivalently,
aP=50 a.u. (This means that we study states with
L, =80 in a magnetic field of about 1.88 T.)
%ith the substitution
If the cubic terms are neglected, then the p and z motions
are independent harmonic oscillations about the equilib-
rium point, with frequencies (recall that scaling gives an
eFective mass of 1)
the equation for 4(p, z) is
6f
~0 (k )i/2P P
0 (k )i/2
(2.13) (p2+z2) —i/2+ 2/8 g @( ) 0 (3.4)
It is found that the transition regime occurs near that
value of L (call it fr) such that co =2', . Using Eq.





The equation giving p0 as a function of L was already
given in Eq. (2.7), and these two equations together are
easily solved for p0 and E,
p"=3' = 1.442. . . ,






Using the same scaled variables defined above (recall
that carets are omitted), the quantum Hamiltonian for
this system is
f 2 2
Hg —— V2+ —(p +z ) ' +p /8 . (3.1)2 2p
Here V is the Laplacian for the two reduced variables
(p, z),
V' =d /dp +(1/p)d/dp+d /dz (3.2)
and i' is the reduced value of iri, iri =i)i/o'p.
The value of A determines the density of the quantum
states. To examine the relationship between quantum
Central to our study is the fact that the Hamiltonian
contains a parameter (f); we examine the change of tra-
jectories and eigenfunctions as this parameter changes.
In many other studies, all parameters in the Hamiltonian
were held 6xed, and trajectories were studied only as a
function of the energy. The complete picture does not
emerge that way. Also central to our study is the fact
that as our parameter varies, the zeroth-order frequency
ratio co&/0P, also varies, and we can tune the Hamiltoman
through the 2:1 resonance. This is diFerent from the situ-
ation in Ref. 3(a), and it may account for the diFerent
conclusions we obtain.
where L =L —iii /4. The wave function must vanish
as p~0, and it has a branch point there.
Eigenfunctions are calculated by expansion in a basis.
The most convenient basis is the set of harmonic-
oscillator functions centered at the minimum of the po-
tential energy, z =0, p=po. These basis functions do not
have quite the right boundary conditions; they go to zero
as-p~ —00 instead of as p~0. However, the error intro-
duced by this is small, because the origin is far into a
classically forbidden region. (For example, the value of
the lowest harmonic™oscillator function is about 10 at
the origin. )
Parameters in the harmonic-oscillator basis are k and
k„specified in Eq. (2.10). The zeroth-order Hamiltonian
is separable and has as its eigenfunctions products of
harmonic-oscillator functions, with zeroth-order energies
F.„„—V0=(n + —,')irido +(n, + —,')Ace, .
p Z
(3.5)
The full quantum solution, with eigenvalue E„„,is ob-
p1 z
tained variationally with basis sets of 72 functions, 12 in
p and 6 in z (the parity symmetry in z is used to reduce
the size of the matrix); the energy of the highest reported
levels is converged to within 0.1/o under these condi-
tions. Both variational and zeroth-order eigenvalues are
converted to reduced energies according to Eq. (2.8).
B. Energies, wave functions, and, correlations
The variationally computed energies for a number of
I.' values are listed in Table I and plotted in Fig. 2. Well
away from Lr =(E z —iri /4)'/, the assignment of quan-
tum numbers is unambiguous, so in the table the entries
at the smallest and largest I.' values are identified using
an (n, n, ) notation. In the figure the variationally com-
puted eigenvalues fk are given by the symbols, while the
lines represent the zeroth-order energies, f (n, n, ),
which can be unambiguously labeled with quantum num-
bers throughout the diagram. Both the zeroth-order and
variational results show the degeneracy pattern expected
near a 2:1 resonance, with the variational results having
an avoided crossing. The zeroth-order results cross and
provide only a qualitative description of the energy be-
havior near the resonance.
It is mell known that eigenstates exchange character
upon passage through an avoided crossing. For example,
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TABLE I. Quantum eigenvalues (4=1/50; entries are 100f)







































































































FIG. 2. Quantum energies e as functions of the parameter L,
for aP=S0, expressed as reduced energies f. The lines give the
zeroth-order energies; the symbols, variational results. The
zeroth-order results are labeled vnth their quantum numbers.
the first two excited states of odd parity ate predominant-
ly the (1,1),(0,3) pair of states, which are degenerate at
L'=LT in zeroth order. For L' ALT, the state of lower
energy has quantum numbers (1,1), while for L' &&LT, it
has quantum numbers (0,3). How does this change of
character occurs
Contour plots of the wave functions for the same excit-
ed states of odd parity are shown for a sequence of L'
values in Fig. 3; Figs. 3(a)-3(d) display the first excited
state for L'=1.3, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7, respectively, and
Figs. 3(e)-3(h) display the second excited state. The
heavy line in the figure dernarks an energetically allowed
region; the fine outline is discussed below. Figure 3(a)
shows a nodal structure consistent with the (1,1) assign-
ment of quantum numbers, while Fig. 3(d) is clearly a
(0,3) state; the sequence shows that the transmogrification
from the (1,1) to the (0,3) pattern in this state occurs by
an opening up of the wave function on the right. The
other member of the degenerate pair shows a similar
change, but from a (0,3) structure to a (1,1) structure, by
closing on the left. For the intermediate L'= l. 5 value,
the assignment of a set of quantum numbers would be
dificult; the states are highly mixed.
IV. PHASE-SPACE STRUCTURE
%'e now examine classical trajectories, and study their
relationship to the quantum eigenstates. Since we seek
such a relationship, we must use a classical Hamiltonian
that corresponds most closely to the quantum Hamiltoni-
an (3.4) and the boundary conditions actually satisfied by
the computed wave functions. That classical Hamiltoni-
an is (in scaled variables)
H= '(P +P )—+L /2p (p +z )—' +p /8 . (4.1)
It diff'ers from the one in Eq. (2.3) in the replacement of
L by L =L fi /4 —(Appen. dix A contains a discus-
sion of this point. ')
In Ref. 1(b), we showed that two families of regular
trajectories exist in the transition regime. One family
correlates to elliptical trajectories in the 1ow-field limit,
and so is called "E;"the other correlates to helical trajec-
tories in the high-field limit, and is termed "H." Using
L'=1.51 as representative of the transition regime, typi-
cal trajectories of each type are shown in Fig. 4.
Composite Poincare surfaces of section give a picture
of the phase-space structure of the trajectories. For this
system, surfaces of section are obtained by recording I'
and p each time a trajectory reaches z =0 with I', g 0. In
this case, p is the rapidly oscillating variable and z is the
slowly oscillating one. A composite of surfaces of section
at a fixed energy f, made up from a number of trajec-
tories of each family„ is sho~n in Fig. 5. For each family
there is one periodic trajectory which crosses the z =0
plane at a single point; the locations of these periodic tra-
jectories, designated pH and pE, respectively, occur at
I' =0 with pH &pE.
In the transition regime, the composite surfaces of sec-
tion can be characterized as follows. If we fix f, and let
L' be significantly less than 1.5, only E-type trajectories
appear. If L' is increased, then at some critical value a
small set of H-type trajectories appears, and occupies a
little space at small p on the p, P plane. As we continue
to increase L', the separatrix between E and H trajec-
tories moves toward larger p and the fraction of phase
space occupied by H-type trajectories grows. Finally, at
a second critical value of L, the E trajectories disappear.
The band in L' space in which both types coexist is
smaller at smaller f. The bifurcation boundary is the
DEI.OS, KNUDSON, SIKORA, %ATERLAND, AND %HIT%ORTH
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FIG. 3. Contour plots of variationally computed wave functions for a@=50. The first excited state of odd parity [corresponding
to state (1,1) at small I. is shown in (a)—(d); the next excited state of odd parity is shown in (e)-(h). L = 1.3 in (a) and (e); I.= 1.5 in (b)
and {f);I.=1.6 in (c) and (g). L =1.7 in (d) and (h). The energies of these states are given in Table I. Superimposed on each is the
caustic of the semiclassical eigentrajectory; the heavy line is the potential contour corresponding to the semiclassical eigenenergy
(Table II).
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curve f»r(L') in the f L-' plane at which a family of tra-
jectories first appears as the energy increases.
The bifurcation boundary is located by the following
procedure. A value of L' is selected, and pH(f) and pE(f)
are generated for increasing values of the reduced energy
f. Since a trajectory needs to be integrated for only one
loop to find a periodic trajectory, and since only a few
sets of initial values (f, z =0, P =0, p ) generally suSce
to find the periodic trajectory, this procedure requires lit-
tle computer time. A plot of pH(f;L) and pE(f;L)
versus f will then show that for f below a critical value,
of the periodic trajectories does not occur; this value is
identified as fb;&. An example is shown in Fig. 6.
Using this procedure, a given set of computations can
identify the bifurcation boundary, shown in Fig. 7, to
within a finite precision. The size of the poirits in the
6gure represents our estimate of the unce|. tainty in the
boundary due to the finite resolution available in our cal-
culations.
%e see from Figs. 4 and 5 that the separatrix marks a
discontinuous change in the character of trajectories.
Nonetheless, there is a way to assign a correlation to tra-
jectories on opposite sides of the separatrix. Consider the
trajectory with initial conditions (f, z =0, P =0,
p =pc). This trajectory starts with Jo at the bottom of the
well, with initial velocity in the z direction only. As I.
increases, the separatrix passes through po, and the char-
acter of the trajectory changes from type E to type H.
The sequence of trajectories shown in Fig. 8 demonstrates
this behavior. As the separatrix approaches po the trajec-
tory expands to fill nearly all of the available
configuration space, except for a narrow slit on the left at
z =0. Upon passage through the separatrix, the shape of
the trajectory is very similar except that the slit at z =0
now extends to the right.
Thus, trajectories very close to the separatrix occupy
very much the same region in configuration space. %e
should emphasize, however, that the phase space occu-
pied by the trajectories is very diNerent, as the surface of
section shows, and that the classical actions generated by
the trajectories are usually very difterent. Note that the
trajectories close to the separatrix exhibit the behavior
described by Herzberg quoted above. To be precise, such
trajectories begin with most of the energy in p motion,
and a tiny amplitude of z motion; through many cycles of
p motion, the amplitude of z motion increases, first very
gradually, then more rapidly; for less than one cycle,
most of the energy is in z motion, but it is quickly
transferred back to p motion, and the z amplitude de-
creases again to a small value. Then the whole process
repeats. However, we should emphasize that this
description applies only to trajectories close to the
separatrix; as Fig. 8 shows, most of the trajectories would
not be described this way.
In a later section we shall show that Floquet analysis
and reduction to Mathieu s equation provide an interpre-
tation of the bifurcation of the family of trajectories.




A. Method of calculation
For regular trajectories, allowed semiclassical energy
levels can be found by quantizing classical actions. %e
have determined semiclassical eigenvalues for values of
the parameter I.' at intervals between 1.30 and 1.90, us-
ing the surface-of-section (SOS) semiclassical method.
The first step of this procedure involves the integration
of the classical equations of motion. Initial conditions
can be taken to be z =0, p =arbitrary, P =0, P,
=I2[E,—V(p, z )]I' . (Every trajectory passes
through z =0 at least once, and the surfaces of section
show that every torus includes a point where z =0 and
P =0.) Together with the trajectory integration, we
simultaneously integrate an additional equation in order
to calculate the classical phase
000 dSIdt =P,dzldt+P dpldt .
The next step is to calculate the classical action for the p
motion I as the area of the Poincare surface at z =0,
P, & 0 (see Fig. S),
I 40 2 40
I = fP&dp .
FIG. 4. Two trajectories in the transition regime at E = 1.60.
Type E are related to elliptical trajectories; type H, to helical
trajectories. Initial conditions are P~=O, z=0, f=0.1, and
type E: p=1.75'„type H: p=1.31.
To improve the numerical precision, this integral is per-
formed using circular polar coordinates suitably centered
in the (P,p) plane. The total action I is found by the
loop-closure method. 5('). The total action is given by the
difference between any value of 5 on the SOS and its
value upon its next return to the SOS, corrected by the
DEI.OS, KNUDSON, SIKORA, %ATERLAND, AND %HIT%ORTH
closure integral jI' dp between the two points. The re-
lationship
allows calculation of I, once the integer X, is determined.
The parameter X, counts the number of loops in p made
by the trajectory in completing one loop in z from the
SOS and back. From the shape of the trajectory, or the
fact that we are near the 2:1 resonance, X, usually has
the value 2. However, for some trajectories at large I., as
we move away from the 2:1 resonance zone, X, can be 3.
%e only observed this for helical trajectories, for which






















FIG. 5. A composite of surfaces of section in the transition regime with z =0, I', g0. The heavy outer lines enclose the energy-
allowed region. The ellipses at smaller p are type-8 surfaces of section; at larger p, type E. The arrow indicates the position of the
bifurcation boundary, according to Appendix 8. (a) L =1.40, (b) L =1.45, (c) L = 1.55, (d) L = 1.60, (e) L =1.65, and (f) L = 1.70.





FIG. 6. A plot of the position at which the periodic trajecto-
ry crosses the z =0 plane as a function of reduced energy f for
I.' = 1.54. The heavy curve locates p,„andp;„,while the mid-
dle line is the constant p=po. The upper set of symbols gives
the positions ps{f), the lower gives p„(f).fb;q{L') is found by
estimating where the curve pa{f) [or p„{f)] intersects the p, „
I',or p;„}boundary.
biguously determines the value of X,. For examp1e, if the
trajectory starts at the minimum possible p value, on the
left-hand caustic, then upon return to the SOS if I' is
positive, only two loops in p have occurred. If P is neg-
ative, then the right-hand caustic has been touched again
in the process of beginning the third loop, and X, is 3.
This procedure is used to find actions at a number of
different initial conditions for a variety off values, usual-
ly f =0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20. Each trajectory is
identified as E or H, and trajectories starting near p;„
and near p,„areincluded so as to obtain the largest pos-
sible I for both types E and H.
In Fig. 9, we show a three-dimensional plot of the
surfaces f (n, n, ) regarding n =(I /2rrlrl ——,' ) and
n, =(I, /2A ——,') as continuous variables. Notice that
only a portion of the plane is occupied: for each given n
there is a minimum value of n, that is dynamically al-
lowed. The point at n = ——,', n, = ——,' in the figure cor-
responds to both actions being zero and f =0. It occurs
for helical states for all L'~I.T, and for elliptical states
for L'&Lr. For each value of L'&LT, only one type of
trajectory is found at very small f, and a second type
occurs when f increases above the critical value, fb;r(L').
At its first appearance, that new type of trajectory has
n = ——,' and n, equal to some value greater than ——,'.
(The area on the z =0 surface of section is vanishingly
small, but the amplitude and action associated with the
motion in z are not small. ) In practice, we notice that for
energies f not too far from the bifurcation boundary, the
function I/f is a linear function of f; we exploit this to
extrapolate the value of I at f =fb;r providing additional
data for an interpolation.
The conditions which identify the "eigentrajectories, "
the trajectories for which the action variables obey the
Einstein-Brillouin-Keller quantization conditions, are
I, =(n, + 1/2)2rr{rl,








55 l 60 l 65 170
FIG. 7. A plot of the bifurcation boundary fb;„{L)as a func-
tloll of L Tile sylllbols give tile posltlol. ls as found fronl plots
such as Flg. 6. The sohd curve ls fb;r{t, ), as determmed by the
Floquet-Mathieu analysis.
A systematic two-dimensional interpolation procedure
was implemented to accomplish this. ' Numerical calcu-
lations give a set of values of I and I, for selected values
of f and p. A numerical interpolation eff'ectively gen-
erates the function f =f (I&,I, ); setting Iz and I, to the
quantized values produces the semiclassical eigenvalues
directly.
A check on the interpolation procedure was also per-
formed. A second numerical interpolation generates the
function p =p (I&,I, ); the same quantized values of the
actions then generate the remaining initial condition
needed to integrate a trajectory and evaluate the actions
directly. If both interpolations are accurate, the directly
determined values are the quantized values. We used this
check whenever we were uncertain of the accuracy of the
interpolation procedure.
Since the surfaces f(n, n, ) shown in Fig. 9 are nearly
planar, the interpolation procedure is very accurate. For
a@=50, results are tabulated in Table II and plotted in
Fig. lo, with the open circles denoting helical states and




















FIG. 8. A sequence o trajec ories vri inf (, th lmt181 colldl'tloBs f =0.05 z =0 p =0 p =po fop j~ggegsj~g p gogregp~~Qjggp
creasing L. The sequence s ops e cs the orrelation between trajectories belonging to diferent families. (a) L, =1.3; (b) = l.4&; (c)
I.=1.510; (d) X=1.515; (e) I.=1.55; and (f) I.=1.70.
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diagram that one of the quantum states correlates with
the (2,0}E trajectory for L'& l.3 and the same state
correlates with the (0,4)H trajectory for L'& l. 5. How-
ever, near L'= l.4, neither of these eigentrajectories ex-
ists. Again a semiclassical description of the quantum
state would have to involve superposition or tunneling.
A second consequence is the appearance of extraneous
eigentrajeetories. In Fig. 10, at L'= l.60, the sixth energy
level is marked with both symbols. For this energy a
(1,1)H eigentrajectory and a (0,3}Eeigentrajectory coex-
ist; at smaller L' the former disappears, and at larger L'
the latter disappears, but at this point, the present primi-
tive semiclassical approximation gives an extra "state."
FIG. 10. Semiclassical energies E„„asfunctions of the pa-
p
rameter L for aP=50, expressed as reduced energies f. The
solid circles denote E-type states, and the open circle denotes
H-type states. The lines connect the variationally computed
quantum results, shown also as the symbols in Fig. 2.
type eigentrajectories by H-type eigentrajectories does
not occur on a one-for-one basis.
As shown in Fig. 9, the surfaces fz ( n ~, n, ) and
fH(n, n, ) cover only a portion of the (n, n, ) space, ter-
minating at some maximum n (f), and possibly starting
at n, & ——,'. This behavior occurs simply because the
phase space is divided between the two classes of motion.
The appearance of the separatrix restricts the maximum
value of the area I for either class to be less than the to-
tal classically accessible area of the (p, P } plane. In ad-
dition, since fbt&0, I (fbt)=0 but I,(fbt) &0 for the
class which is born at f =fb;t.
One consequence of this is missing eigentrajectories. At
any L', me can find a value of n larger than the max-
imum on the fE(n, n, ) surface for the value of n,
desired; such a state cannot be represented at the primi-
tive semiclassical level. The value of n need not be
large: For example, near fr neither E nor H types of
motion support a trajectory corresponding to the ground
state. Speci6cally, for a small range of L' near L'=1.58,
there is no E-type or H-type trajectory having n =0 and
n, =0. (The semiclassical representation of this state re-
quires tunneling" or "coupling" between the E and H
motions. }
A clear example of missing states is visible in Fig. 10.
Consider that state which has quantum numbers (2,0) at
L'= 1.30. As L' increases, somewhere between L'= l.3
and 1.4 the (2,0) E-type eigentrajectory disappears (the
separatrix annihilates it). Later, at L' between 1.7 and
1.8, a (2,0) H-type eigentrajectory appears. In the entire
range between 1.4 and 1.7, there is no (2,0) state of either
type. That by itself does not mean that semiclassical
states are missing. Starting from large L'„there is an
{0,4) H-type state; as L' decreases, it persists throughout
most of the transition regime, until it finally disappears
somewhere between L'=1.50 and 1.40. %e see from the
2. Eigettfttttctions attd eigentrajectories
An additiona1 comparison between the semiclassical
and quantum results is possible by considering the eigen-
trajectory. As stated earlier, by interpolating to And
p (n, n, ), we can obtain initial conditions for the eigen-
trajectory. These trajectories mere computed and plot-
ted. In Fig. 3 we show for each eigenfunction the outline
of the corresponding eigentrajectory.
The excellent agreement between the quantum and
semiclassical description of the position and structure of
the state is evident from the 6gures. " The semiclassical
states are unambiguously labeled by quantum numbers;
E-type states are used at L'= l.3, and H-type states at
L'=1.6 and 1.7. At 1.5 we used the states (0,3)H and
(0,3)E; they can be seen from Tables I and II to be in
good agreement with the quantum eigenvalues, and from
Fig. 3(b) and 3(fl to provide a good description for both
wave functions. The figures show clearly that the change
of character of the quantum states and of the eigentrajec-
tories closely paraBel each other.
VI. FLOQUET-MATHIEU ANALYSIS
OF STASII.ITY AND BIFURCATIONS
%e nom abandon quantum mechanics entirely to ex-
amine a diferent question. Can we obtain a simple model
to predict and interpret the bifurcation of the classical
family of trajectories) %'e shall show that the bifurcation
is correlated with a change in the stability of the periodic
orbit lying on the p axis. (Here we adapt and extend the
methods given in Ref. 5.)
A. Floquet-Mathieu analysis
According to Eq. (2.3) or Eq. (2.9), if we examine the
potential energy as a function of z at any Axed p, we And
a quadratic minimum in V(z;p) along the p axis (z =0).
It follows that at any energy, and for any value of L',
there is a periodic orbit lying on this axis. Is this periodic
orbit stable7 That is, if we start a particle near the
periodic orbit with a tiny z displacement, mill it stay close
to the p axis' Intuitively, one might guess that it is al-
ways stable. First, if p mere held fixed, then certainly the
electron would undergo stable, approximately harmonic
oscillations in z. Second, normal-mode analysis tells us
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p(t}=p (0t)+ A costo t . (6.1)
[Here t has arbitrarily been set to zero at one of the maxi-
ma of p(t).] To describe the z motion, we must include
the last term in (2.9),
BV = —[k, +d (p —l, )]z .Bz
With the approximation (6.1), this equation is
d Z = —(k, +Ad cosco t)z0
(6.2)
(6.3)




+(a —2q cos2r)z =0, (6.5)




Equation (6.5) is the standard form of Mathieu's equa-
tion. It describes a "parametrically driven" oscillator —a
harmonic oscillator with a time-dependent and periodic
force constant. The general theory of such equations is
well-developed, ' and solutions to Mathieu's equation
have been studied and tabulated. ' For almost all values
of q and a, the general solution to the equation can be
written as a linear combination of two fundamental "Ho-
quet solutions, "
z(~)=C+e 'P(v)+C e 'P( ~) . —
The function P(~) is periodic in r with period m. (so it is
periodic in t with period 2m/ra ). Usually P( —w) is in-
dependent of P(w}. The constant a is either real or pure-
ly imaginary, depending on the values of q and a.
that for small oscillations the z and the p motions are un-
coupled, and the energies associated %Kith p motion and z
motion are separately conserved. Therefore a small oscil-
lation in z should stay small.
In fact, however, this conclusion fails near resonance.
Away from resonance, when I.' is not close to LT then at
suSciently low energies it is proper to neglect cubic and
higher terms in Eq. (2.9), and the system does indeed
behave like a two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. It is
somewhat surprising, however, that when I.'=I.T (i.e., at
exact 2:1 resonance), such cubic and higher terms cannot
be neglected no matter hoto loto the energy. In particular,
the last term, dz (p —po), produces an instability that is
correlated with the bifurcation of the family of trajec-
tories.
The regions of stability and instability of the periodic
orbit can be calculated easily. I.et us assume that the
periodic orbit on the p axis has a small amplitude about
po. Then, at least for a while, the p motion is to a good
approximation harmonic, and
If A is small, then q is small, and for most values of a,
cK 1s purely imaginary. The z motion 1s, therefore, multi-
ply periodic, i.e., it can be described by a Fourier series
with two fundamental frequencies, and harmonics of
these frequencies.
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(6.10)
For q small and a (q) & a & a+ (q), the solutions to
Mathieu's equation are unstable, while for a &a (q) or
a & a+ (q), the solutions are stable. '
The phase of the fundamental Floquet solutions is also
important. ' Considering the increasing Floquet solution
z+(r) to Mathieu's equation having C =0 in Eq. (6.9).
Consider those values of q and a such that a is real (that
is, the unstable region). We want to know for what
values of r is z+(~}equal to zero'? In this case z (~) van-
ishes if and only if P(v) vanishes. Now P(v ) is periodic
in ~ with period m so we expect P(v) to vanish twice in
the interval 0&i&sr. Also, from Eqs. (6.1) and (6.4),
p(r) po= A cos2r—
One of the co; is exactly co, and the other is close to ~, .
In this case, any initially small z motion remains small,
and therefore the periodic orbit on the z axis is stable un-
der small perturbations.
Completely diferent behavior is found for certain
ranges of a, corresponding to near-resonances. If q is
small, and a is close to n where n is an integer, it means
that the natural frequency for motion in the z direction is
close to a multiple of half the natural frequency for
motion in the p direction
0 ~ 0N Pl 26)p
(such a situation might be called a "subharmonic reso-
nance"). In this situation a takes on real values. It fol-
lows that z(t) has oscillations which grow exponentially
with time. Near such resonances, therefore, the periodic
orbit is unstable. In particular, the transition regime cor-
responds to a =1, where the unstable z oscillations are
being driven by periodic motion in p, having about twice
the frequency of the z motion. (This type of "parametric
resonance" is the process used by children to impart en-
ergy to a swing, by bending their knees in a rhythm cor-
responding to twice the natural frequency of the
swing. '")
At the boundary between stable and unstable motion in
z, Mathieu's equation admits a periodic solution with
period m (and also a second solution that grows linearly
with time). Given q, the value of a corresponding to this
boundary is regarded as an eigenvalue of the equation.
These eigenvalues have been tabulated (they are related
to eigenfunctions representing standing waves in an ellip-
tical enclosure}, and simple approximations for them are
available. The two relevant eigenvalues are the ones
closest to a = 1; they are given by the formula
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z+(r)=e 'sin(r —0 ),
where
(6.11)
1 —Q0' —cos2 (6.12)
is also periodic in w with period m, and it vanishes when
~=a/4 or 3lr/4. Hence if we find the values of ~ for
which P ( P)'valllslics (z vanishes), wc arc finding thc
phase of the growing Floquet solution z+(7) relative to
the phase of p(r).
A useful approximation to this phase has been given by
%hittaker and %'atson. ' "They give the formula
1
a =4k, /k =4
P 3
This can be simph6ed to give
a =4/[1+pa(L') j .
Thus a is directly related to L' [Eq. (2.7)]: in the transi-
tion regime it is a monotonically decreasing function of
L'. At L'=LT, a =1.
The parameter q is related to the scaled energy f. In
the harmonic-oscillator approximation (6.1), the energy
of thc periodic olblt is
A more accurate version of this formula is given in Ap-
pendix B. In using Eqs. (6.11), we should also use the
lowest-order version of (6.10),
1 —a+ —kq .
E = V(po)+ —,'k
and from (6.7) we have
A = —k q/21,
(6.14)
(6.15)
It then follows that in the unstable region,
i
1 —a i/q&1
and 0 calculated according to (6.12) is real. (Whittaker
and Watson did not specify which branch of cos ' is
relevant; the appropriate value follows from the more
complete analysis given in Appendix B.)
The meaning of Eq. (6.11) can be understood from the
following remarks. Suppose we start with a substantially
greater than unity, in the stable region. We gradually de-
crease a until the periodic orbit first becomes unstable, at
a =a+(q)=l+q, at which point o =m/2. Then the
growing solution z+ ( r ) oscillates like
sin(r —n/2)= —cosv .
Hence z+ (r) passes through zero at ~=a/2+nor, and at
these values of r, p —pa= A cos(2r) = 3 cos(m+2nlr) is a
minimum. Similarly, if a =1, z+ (~) passes through zero
at the same time that p —po passes through zero in the
negative sense. Finally, if a =a (q) =1—q, z+(r) passes
through zero at the same time that p —po is a maximum.
8. Stability and bifurcations
All of the above analysis is based upon the approxima-
tion (6.1) which leads to Mathieus equation. This ap-
proximation can describe trajectories close to the period-
ic orbit for a finite length of time. (Since the amphtudc of
p motion is Sxed in this approximation but the amplitude
of z motion may grow exponentially, the approximation
does not conserve energy, and after some Snite time the
exact trajectories must deviate from those computed by
this approximation. ) We now return to the exactly com-
puted trajectories and ask, how do the properties of
Mathieu's equation manifest themselves in the exact sur-
faces of section'7 We shall show that the bifurcation of
the family of trajectories seen in the surface of section is
correlated with the appearance of an Unstable solution to
Mathieu's equation.
To make the correlation, we need the interpretation of
the Mathieu parameters a and q in terms of L' and f.
From Eqs. (6.6) and (2.10), we find
so the relationship between the scaled energy f of the ex-
act trajectory and the parameter q of Mathieu's equation
1s
f (E,—Vo)=E —Vo ——,'k q /d2= A (6.16)
1 —aT= 7 —cos
2
(6.17)
At this value of ~, according to Eq. (6.1), p and p alc, re-
spectively,
(note that k and d depend upon L'. ) From Eqs. (6.13)
and (6.16), given any values of q and a we can calculate f
and L, and vlcc versa.
Two observations constitute the fundamental con-
clusions of this section. Both apply iff is not too large.
(1) The critical values f and L' at which the exact tra-
jectory field bifurcates into two families correspond close-
ly to those values of a and q at which solutions of
Mathieu's equation change from stable to unstable.
Those values if q and a are the eigenvalues of Mathieu's
equation, the relevant ones being given by Eq. (6.10).
Combining that formula with Eqs. (6.13) and (6.16), we
have calculated the values of f and L' corresponding to
the stability boundary for solutions to Mathieu's equa-
tion. The result is the solid curve sho~n in Fig. 7. Clear-
ly this stability boundary for Mathieu's equation and the
bifurcation boundary for the exact trajectories are very
close together, especially for small f. At larger f, the
harmonic-oscillator approximation (6.1) becomes less ac-
curate, Mathieu's equation becomes less relevant as a
comparison equation, and the bifurcation boundary be-
gins to move away from the Mathieu stability boundary.
(2) The end points of the separatrix dividing the E fam-
ily from the H family and correlated with the phases of
the growing or decreasing Floquet solutions. According
to Eq. (6.11), the growing Floquet solution passes
through z =0 in the positive sense at times such that
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=pii(1+po/3 ) /2,
J' = —m A sin2&
(6.18)
The decreasing Floquet solution passes through zero in
the positive sense at ~= —~ . The periodic orbit consti-
tutes the outer boundary of the surface of section, and
through Eqs. (6.18) the points kr' identify two specific
points on it. Several composite surfaces of section were
shown in Fig. 5, and the points corresponding to ~* are
marked; to within the resolution available in these pic-
tures, ~' corresponds to the position of the separatrix. In
the figure the position is speci6ed by the arrow, and the
equations of Appendix 8 rather than Eqs. (6.18) are used.
(Again as f increases, some discrepancy between the ob-
served and calculated position of the separatrix should
appear. )
VII. CONCLUSIONS
A one-electron atom in the presence of a magnetic field
supports two families of trajectories in the transition re-
gime near L'=1.6. For a 6eld of 1.88 T this corresponds
to an L, value of about 80, a value which appears to be
attainable. Similar behavior can be expected for
aP=37 —,', which implies L, =60 and 8=5 T, which is
more easily attained. If the hydrogenic atoms can be gen-
erated in the nearly circular excited states, then subject-
ing them to static magnetic fields of different intensity
will reveal the avoided crossing. The ability to explore
the resonant and near-resonant conditions by simply tun-
ing the field is an important characteristic of this system.
We have shown that the bifurcation into two families is
due to the existence of a 2:1 resonance in the frequencies
of the p and z motions. A Floquet-Mathieu analysis in
the resonance region demonstrates that at low energy the
bifurcation boundary is accurately predicted by the insta-
bility boundary in the Mathieu analysis.
A semiclassical treatment accurately reproduces quan-
tum variational eigenvalues through the resonance.
However, due to the bifurcation, some semiclassical
states may be missing, and others may be represented by
trajectories from each family. The semiclassical eigentra-
jectories facilitate the interpretation of the transforma-
tion of the character of the wave functions through the
transition zone. In particular, the semiclassical method
reproduces the avoidance of crossing of eigenvalues. As
we mentioned earlier, this result is diferent from that ob-
tained by Noid and co-workers. We have no doubt about
the correctness of their results, or of ours, so the
difference must arise from the diC'erences in the cases
studied. The Hamiltonian studied in Ref. 3(a) was
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APPENDIX A: CLASSICAL AND QUANTUM
HAMILTONIANS, AND THE LANGKR
MOM FICWmON
The exact classical Hamiltonian for an electron in-
teracting with a fixed nucleus in the presence of a mag-
netic field is
Hc — (P +P, )+L, /2m, p + V(p, z) .
2' e
The exact quantum Harniltonian is
(A 1)
iii 8 1 8 8 m fi
H&
— ,+— +, +,+V(p z)
2me i)p p Bp i)z 2m p
(A2)
and the boundary conditions for bound states are
4(p z)-p





If we define N(p, z) so that
Q(p, z)=p ' @(p,z)




—a(x +y )+Ax y b—xy
with m =3m and the parameter varied was k; the other
parameters were held fixed. This system has an exact 3:1
resonance in the zeroth-order (quadratic) terms; a secular
perturbation arises from the xy term, and the other
terms appear to produce small modifications to the tra-
jectories. When the parameter A, was varied, quantum ei-
genvalues showed avoid crossings, but primitive semiclas-
sical eigenvalues crossed.
In our Hamiltonian, varying the parameter E or L'
changes the coemcient of the term containing the secular
perturbation, (p —po)z in Eq. (2.9). More importantly,
we think, variation of this parameter changes the zeroth-
order frequency ratio, so that we pass through a zone of
zeroth-order resonance, from (co„/m ) &2 at small L' to
(co„/co~)& 2 at large L'. This is quite different from the
situation studied in Ref. 3(a), and it may explain the
difkrence in our results.
g2 gz gz (m ——,' )fi
+ V(p, z) 4(p, z) =E4(p, z)
2Me Qp Qg 2~ p
DEI.OS, KNUDSON, SIKORA, %'ATERLAND, AND O'HIT%'ORTH
and tile boulldary coildltloll (A3a) becomes
m +1/2 0 P*(p)
= 2m, E —V(p)—
(
2 ) )gi 1/2
4
Questions: If we use some sort of classical Hamiltonian
in order to calculate a semiclassical approximation to
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, what is the best Hamil-
tonian to users Does the exact classical Hamiltonian lead
to the most accurate semiclassical results, or are there
modifications of that classical Hamiltonian that can im-
prove the results'7 Specifically, is it better to use m A or
(m —I/O) iirin the classical Hamiltonian? Should we
also modify it by a term such as ( I lp)P~?
For spherically symmetric systeros, these questions
were addressed by Langer in 1937.' He pointed out one
source of inaccuracy in the semiclassical approximation
for spherical systems. For l&0, the actual boundary con-
ditions are P(r)~0 as r ~0. However, semiclassical con-
nection formulas presume that the range of the variable
(cail it x) is ( —00, ~ ), and that the boundary condition
on the wave function [call it f(x) j is P(x)~0 as
x ~—~. He therefore proposed that the semiclassical
approximation would be more accurate if we change the
variable to x =lnr. The e8'ect of this change of variable is
that the centrifugal term l(l +1)irt /2mr is modified to
(1+1/2) irt /2mr . He therefore concluded that im-
proved accuracy would be obtained in the semiclassical
approximation if this modification were made. Experi-
mental evidence already had suggested this replacement,
and since then his conclusion has been confirmed by care-
ful comparisons of semiclassical approximations with ex-
act quantum results.
The same question now arises with the Hamiltonian
(A2), which is expressed in cylindrical coordinates. An
especially diScult aspect of the problem is that the coor-
dinates (p, z) cannot be separated. To make progress, we
ignore the z motion, dropping 8 /Bz from the Hamil-
tonian, and suppressing the z dependence of the potential
energy.
Thus we consider the equation
1 8 m A
z + — + z + V(p) —E i)/(p) =0 .2m~ Qp p Bp 2mp
If we make the substitution
P(p)=p ' @(p),
This is one possible form of a %'KB approximation.
An alternative %KB approximation is obtained by us-
ing the analogue of Langer's change of variables. It is
most easily applied directly to (A7) rather than to (A9):
(A 1 1)
P(p) = i)/{p(x) ) =g(x) .
If P(p) satisfies (A7), then g(x) satisfies
d 2/2
, +e" V(p(x))+, E l—i(x) =02me 2Pll qP
g(x)=P, (x) ' exp i I P, (x')dx'/A (A13a)




When this is reexpressed as a function of p using (AS), we
obtain
P(p)=p ' P(p) ' exp i I P(p')dp'/fi (A14a)





The analogue of Langer's proposition is that (A14) is a
better approximation to the exact quantum wave function
than (A10). We believe this to be correct (though we note
that for the cylindrical case this proposition has not yet
been subjected to the careful scrutiny that it endured in
the spherical case).
Returning to the full system (A2), we advance the hy-
pothesis that the best semiclassical approximation to
P(p, z) is
(A12)
with the boundary condition i)/(x)~0 as x~ —oo if
m &0. The WKB approximation for f(x) is
fi d (m ——,' )iri
2 + V(p)+ 2 E4{p)=0, (A9)—2fpl e gp 2ffl ep P(p, z)=p
' J ' exp iS(p, z)/A'
subject to the boundary condition (A6). A Wentzel-
Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation to 4(p) leads
to
i)/(p)=p ' P*(p) ' exp i I P"(p')dp'/A
where S (p, z) and J (p, z) are the classical action functions
and the classical density Jacobians calculated according
to the standard prescriptions, using an unmodij7ed centri-
fugal barrier m A //'2m, p .
The calculations performed in Sec. IV of this paper
used similar concepts in a diII'erent way. We used the
substitution (A4), arriving at the Eqs. (A5) and (A6).
However, in our quantum calculations, we allowed a little
inaccuracy, by ignoring the boundary condition (A6) and
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using instead the condition 4(p, z)~0 as p~ —~. Then
in our semiclassical calculations, we want to use that clas-
sical Hamiltonian which will give the closest possible
correspondence with our (slightly inaccurate) quantum
results. Therefore in our classical Hamiltonian we should
take the centrifugal barrier to be (m —,')fi /—2m,p .
This is how the calculations were performed. %e should
repeat that while the formal comparison between classi-
cal and quantum Hamiltonians forces us to distinguish
between m and m ——,', and also forces us to examine
boundary conditions carefully; in the present case these
distinctions are negligible. For example, if X =1.6, then
L'—:(E fi /4—)' =1.5997, so the difference is in the
Gfth significant digit.
APPENDIX 8: AN IMPROVED APPROXIMATION
FOR THE END POINTS QF THE SEPARATRIX
In Sec. IV, we suggested that there is a close relation-
ship between the separatrix associated with the exact
equations of motion and the phase of the exponentially
growing (or decreasing) solution of Mathieu's equation.
Equations (6.17) and (6.18) give an approximate evalua-
tion of that phase. Here we present formulas that give a
more precise evaluation of the phase. All the required
formulas are derived by %hittaker and %atson, and we
only have to adapt their results to our notation.
Mathieu s equation is written in the form (6.5), and we
take a and q to be given. For comparison with solutions
to the exact equations of motion, a and q are calculated
from L' and f using Eqs. (6.13) and (6.16). From a and q,
an auxiliary parameter a is de6ned as the solution to the
equation
a = 1 —q cos2a+( ——,'+ —,' cos4a)q + ~q cos2a
+ ( 8 g~~ cos4a }q +
(higher-order terms are neglected). After a is evaluated,
then the following coeScients must be computed:
a, = 3(q/8)'sin2a —3(q/8)'sin4a
+(q/8) ( ——",' sin2a+9sin6a)+ .
b3 = —(q/8)+(q/8)'cos2a
—(q/8) ( —~4+5 cos4o )
+(q/8) ( ——", cos2a+7cos6cr)+
'3 4
sin2a+ —" + sin4a,
8 27 8
b5 —,'(q/8) —94(q/—8) cos2a
+(q/8) ( ——",,'+ —,", cos4a),
a7 ——,",, (q/8) sm2a,
b7 ———,', (q/8) + —,', (q/8) cos2a,
b9 =—„',(q/8)
The function P(r) is given by a series,
P(r) =sin(r —a }+a3cos(3r cr )+—b3sin(37. —a)
+a5cos(5r a)+—b5sin(5 ra)
+a7cos(7r —a )+b7sin(7r a)—
+b9sin(9r —a)+. . .
The relevant phase is the value of r* such that P (r*)=0.
After v.* has been calculated, a point on the surface of
section is identified using Eqs. (6.18). We observe that
this point is very close to the endpoint of the separatrix
arising from the exact trajectory equations.
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